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TotalGuide I Berlin

LNB IRE
Why Berlin now? Rust-red autumn leaves 
underfoot as you amble round the Zoological 
Garden. Sunshine bright and skies ringingly blue 
as you wander down that grand avenue, the 
Kurfürstendamm… Autumn is always a starkly 
beautiful season to spend a weekend in the 
German capital (if a chill fills the late-afternoon 
air, there’s the promise of hot chocolate in a 
Prenzlauer Berg cafe, or early-evening beers  
in a snug Kreuzberg bar, prior to that decadent 
night on the town).

But this year, there’s more. November 9  
marks 25 years since the fall of the Wall. Berlin  
is marking the occasion with the Lichtgrenze 
(‘light border’), an installation of glowing  
balloons tracing the Wall’s route. Later, they’ll  
be released into the night sky as thousands  
of onlookers celebrate; find details online at 
mauer.visitberlin.de/en.

The truth is, Germany’s wild capital is forever 
flourishing, with consistently innovative  
openings that keep the spotlight on it. That’s  
why we’ve brought you this Total Guide, written 
by those in the know. Where some cities are 
picture postcards, Berlin is a storybook. Read  
on and you’ll be as good as a clued-up resident. 
Willkommen in Berlin…

1
  

THE DESIGNER DIGS 
Brand-new Gorki Apartments 
(gorkiapartments.de/en;  
from £91, sleeping two) is  

a clutch of 34 sexy, central flats to rent, 
where neighbourhoods Mitte and 
Prenzlauer Berg meet. Clustered around  
a courtyard, they’re big on design: Tom 
Dixon lights, vintage furniture, Fornasetti 
wallpaper… even smart kitchenettes for  
the (rare) night you’re too whacked to party.   

2
  

THE BALI-COOL SPA 
Nightclubbing floored you? 
Refresh at new spa temple 
Vabali (vabali.de/en), in central 

Mitte-Tiergarten. Modelled on a Balinese 
village, it’s a stepped jigsaw of angular  
pools edged with loungers. Pick at wok- 
star dishes and recover with a shiatsu.  
It’s open until midnight. 

3
  

THE INSIDER GuIDE 
Our man in Berlin right now  
is Henrik Tidefjärd, the brains  
behind food-and-nightlife tour 

agency Berlinagenten (00 49 30 43 72 0701, 
berlinagenten.com). For the Fall of the Wall 
anniversary (November 9), he’s devised a 
culinary adventure, sampling restaurants 
along the route of the former border: expect 
modern tastes and East German classics  
(just not Wall’s ice cream).

4
  

THE vEGGIE vOGuE 
Craving spelt porridge with 
caramelised cardamom apples? 
Berlin isn’t big on quality veggie 

haunts, which is why the herds are stampeding 
to the splendidly named Till the Cows Come 
Home (ttcch.de) in Mitte. Portuguese chef  
Nuno Carrusca puts the delicious into dishes 
ayurvedic, Med and macrobiotic — and you 
don’t have to wear Birkenstocks. 

5
  

THE ARTy PHOTOS 
In Charlottenburg, heads are 
bobbing eagerly in anticipation  
of the October reopening of 

photography institution C/O (co-berlin.org/en). 
Its new home is the Amerika Haus, a Modernist 
Mid-Century edifice that’s quite a stunner. First 
on display: dramatic ’50s Berlin images, taken 
by the celebrated US snapper Will McBride.

6
  

THE NEW GREEN SCENE 
On the riverside grounds of the 
legendary, long-dead Bar25, 
Holzmarkt has risen ‘Where the 

scar between East and West is still visible’. The 
plan is for a groovy quarter (hotel, hair salon, 
kiddie daycare), but for now it’s an earthy strip 
of gardens embracing non-corporate cocktail 
shacks, snack sheds, a playground, even a 
theatre. So boho-Berlin…

7
  

THE HIP GOuRmET DINING
Trendy Berlin embraces the art  
of food, as Eins 44 (eins44.com) 
arrives in the up-and-coming 

Neukölln neighbourhood. Sure enough, this 
new bistro is set in the second courtyard  
of a former distillery, all industrial-chic high 
ceilings, heavy wooden tables and desk  
lamps on walls. The food? Smart and  
seasonal, à la red perch with mussels. Dig in.

8
  

THE CHIC SHOPPING 
Berlin’s former West has really 
been feeling the (investment)  
love. Fashionable new hot spots 

include the Bikini Building (bikiniberlin.de),  
a shapely ’50s slab hipped up as a shopping 
mall. Swing by the stores by Andreas Murkudis, 

beloved Berlin style guru; Gestalten, a 
design-focused concept shop and cafe;  
and Edsor, where the modern dandy goes  
to buy hand-crafted ties.

9
  

THE CuTTING-EDGE SNACkS 
In Kreuzberg’s revived historic 
market hall, Markthalle Neun 
(Eisenbahnstrasse 42; markt 

halleneun.de), join expats and locals  
for ‘street food Thursdays’: try Big Stuff  
BBQ’s pulled-pork platter, or Mr Susan’s 
Korean-style pork-shoulder rolls. Biggest 
news: star chef Michael Hoffmann is taking 
over Kantine, in the hall, with a menu devised 
around ingredients from his garden.

10
  

THE REvAmPED ICON 
Classy old Kurfürstendamm  
icon Hotel Zoo swings open  
its renovated doors in October, 

promising the elegance of ’20s Berlin in pristine 
brick walls, soaring ceilings, vast picture 
windows and even the original rooftop sign, 
impressed against the sky. Now you can  
check in where the superstar likes of Grace 
Kelly and Sophia Loren were once spotted,  
in the fashionable heart of West Berlin. 
Bookings will be taken via designhotels.com.

Leading the way: clockwise 
from top left, Gorki Apartments; 
the Bikini Building; street food at  
markthalle Neun; Till the Cows 
Come Home; Hotel Zoo; Amerika 
Haus, the new home of arts 
institution C/O; the Lichtgrenze 
installation to mark the 25th 
anniversary of the fall of the Wall

What’s putting the ‘in’ into 
Berlin? Ask girl-about-
town Gisela Williams

The chic  
of the new


